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1: The Fell Sword (The Traitor Son Cycle, #2) by Miles Cameron
The Fell Sword was a tad of a let down following such high expectations. The author expands everything: # of POV
characters, the scale of the world involved, plot lines outside of the "Red Knight", enemies serving even more powerful
yet unseen enemies, etc.

Ask not whence the thunder comes. Ask not where the herds have gone. Nor why the birds have ceased their
song. For monsters roam in Albion. Fee Fi Fo Fum. I smell the blood of an Englishman. Be he living, or be he
dead. Yet another epic story about The Red Knight aka The Captain aka Gabriel Muriens, as he runs head on
into a new siege type of situation against the foes and the higher powers that wish to usurp the thrones or
simply to destroy men and the world. So pretty much usual stuff. The new novel picks up where the previous
one left off, from the final chapter of the previous book after which, on the far southeast of the world, we
travel to a new location and get introduced to our new POV character: It was a mortal sin and his soul would
burn in hell for eternity. God who desired that sinners repent and come to him. Take that, you fuck! It was a
tribute to the duality of human nature as his philosophical masters taught it that on his fifth cup of wine he
could see the terrible, stupid flaws in his own theology. And as you can probably already guess â€” he is my
favorite character in this book. And what of our valiant Red Knight? The Fell Sword throws Gabriel into
another siege, but quite different this time. This time he has to break the siege from different side of walls,
outer one. And as we follow him through his story we get to discover his past. Except that he pretty much
exceeds already great expectations set in previous book. As with first book, abundance of characters POV and
subplots was ever-present. And to be completely honest, this constant awkward romancing, in the midst of
battle sexiliration, and totally out of place horniness, at some point seriously started threatening to ruin the
book. Yes that much of it is in there. Anyhowâ€¦ Now, there are moments when the fantastical elements in the
novel are quite subtle while in other cases plainspoken. The mythical beings that dwell in the Wild are starting
to play much larger role in the plot which casts even more shades of grey on characters on both sides. There
simply is no good person here. Also we get to see world expanding and magic system explained. And this time
we even have a map: Of course, one more thing that Cameron uses his opportunity to shine, are great battle
descriptions. They are simply awe-inspiring. He gets sucked in, almost like he can feel that blood on his skin
getting sticky, smell of gore that makes him retch, his legs and arms hurt, while every single breath is taking
an immense power to draw in.
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Has infinite potential with the sword, and a strong body due to strict training. You can also use this to easily
move behind the enemy. It can also hit the enemies above you. Make sure to use this skill on a boss monster.
This attack makes you move forward. You will not get interrupted by attacks while Iron Body is active. This is
a must have skill for PVP. Special Ability Main Article: Way of the Sword The "Way of the Sword" ability
enables him to utilize the energy gained through attacks and skills into 2 types of auras: Aura of Vitality and
Aura of Destruction. Ruben Forest Elsword Elsword is an ambitious but hot-headed young swordsman trained
by his sister Elesis, the leader of the Red Knights. Elesis left her little brother to lead a mission, never to
return. Elsword now searches the land for two things: El, the precious gems that power his kingdom, and his
missing sister. Side Story Main Article: Resolution Elsword and his big sister, Elesis , were enjoying an
ordinary day, when an unexpected change came about. Elesis had received a reinforcements request from the
Velder Army, which required her immediate departure. Elsword tried to persuade her to let him fight
alongside her and their father , but failed. She ensured him that the next time they meet, he will have become
much stronger, and reluctantly walked away to fulfill her duty. Elsword was alone, lamenting about the
circumstances as he laid upon his bed, reminiscing about his family. His father was one of the best knights of
the kingdom, and his sister a highly desired talent, and there he sat alone, feeling weak and helpless. Wishing
he was stronger, he grabbed his sword, and began to train relentlessly, day after day, swearing that he will
become strong enough to protect everyone.
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The Fell Sword is another huge novel that somehow feels shorter than it really is. There's a great flow to the novel,
making it the kind of book that will keep you up late reading.

Cameron left the US military in as a lieutenant commander. Also in , Cameron moved to Canada and married
his wife, Sarah. They have one child, Beatrice. Fictional works[ edit ] Alan Craik series[ edit ] The Alan Craik
series of espionage thrillers was conceived on a camping trip in the Adirondacks in and the events of the first
book are very loosely based on the activities of John Anthony Walker and his son, father and son spies
working for the Soviet Union against the United States Navy. Christian Cameron envisioned the books as a
modern-day Hornblower series, depicting the life of a modern naval officer from his earliest career until his
retirement. Over the course of eight novels, Alan Craik changes from a patriotic, enthusiastic and driven
young man to a cynical and ambitious middle-aged man who resigns as a Captain to protest the use of
intelligence to justify bad political decisions. Tyrant series[ edit ] The Tyrant series was born in the classrooms
of the Classics Department of the University of Toronto, where Cameron decided to write a series of historical
novels in From to the present, Cameron has written six Tyrant novels: The Tyrant series is set in the time of
Alexander the Great and concerns the history of the Euxine area and the inter-relations between the Greeks
and Scythians. Cameron also produced a single volume fictional biography of Alexander entitled God of War
which ties into the Tyrant series. God of War was published in The first book, Killer of Men published in , is
named after Achilles, the man-killer of the Iliad , and covers in first person the early life of Arimnestos and his
participation in the Ionian Revolt. The next installment of the series is Marathon published , which culminates
in the titular battle. Salamis covers the titular battle and The Rage of Ares ends the series with the battles of
Plataea and Mycale. In addition to the battles, the series also features aspects of life in ancient Greece, such as
smithery , farming and sailing , and historical figures such as Heraclitus , Aristides , Gorgo and Xerxes.
Traitor Son Cycle[ edit ] Originally planned as a trilogy, and extended to a five book [3] fantasy series with an
alternative medieval setting. The major story arc takes the Red Knight from the relative obscurity of command
of a little-known mercenary company to fame, international renown, worldly power, and confrontation with
the real powers of his world and perhaps with his own belief system. Masters and Mages[ edit ] A magical
fantasy alternate medieval setting fictional universe, written after the conclusion of the Traitor Son pentalogy,
planned as a trilogy. In , Cameron, with the help of Greek reenactor Giannis Kadaglou, put on the th
anniversary of the Battle of Marathon in Marathon , Greece [6] with over reenactors from all over the world
and thousands of Greek spectators. In addition to recreating the life of an early 5th-century Plataean Hoplite ,
Cameron also runs a group dedicated to the role of rangers and Native Americans in the American Revolution
, and participates in tournaments as a knight of the late 14th century.
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Trained by Bremen, he lived an unexpectedly long life, being the Druid that summons the Ohmsford family
during the original trilogy Sword, Elfstones, and Wishsong. He is never completely honest, telling many white
lies or half-truths, and provides others with information only if it is dangerous, crucial, or required. Galaphile
was the Elf who was responsible in the creation of the Druids. The Druids are an order of historians,
philosophers, magic-users, teachers and researchers. The greatest minds that remained in the Four Lands were
first assembled by Galaphile at the fortress of Paranor. It draws from the earth, air, fire and water in various
forms. Its power is enhanced or weakened by the strength of the user. Some users would find more success
with talismans like the Sword or the Elfstones than others. Sometimes the magic of a talisman or an external
source links with the magic innate in a user, causing various results. Unlike science, magic is uncertain, and
the results of its application are not always predictable. He and his followers then inhabited the Skull Kingdom
deep in the Northland. King of the Silver River - a Faerie creature who appears throughout the series. They
"sacrificed their humanity" [9] to become "winged black destroyers"; [9] but in doing this, they tied
themselves to their master, the Warlock Lord, and became his "dread minion[s]". Praise for them came from
Frank Herbert , the author of Dune , who liked all of the "monsters" in The Sword of Shannara. You only
knew that it wanted you. The black-winged skull bearer, for instance, is more than a euphemism for death.
They are creatures that were trapped inside the Forbidding after the creation of the Ellcrys. As such, [13] most
of the others obey him out of fear, with a few notable exceptions, such as the Reaper. He channels his magic
through his Staff of Power. Part of his quest, in addition to killing the Warlock Lord, includes finding a belief
in himself, so that he will have confidence to go on. Terry Brooks expressed his desire in the beginning of
Dark Wraith to further explore the relationship between Jair and Garet Jax. It is later found out that Cogline
was a former failed Druid, with knowledge of alchemical arts. Cogline aids Brin in her leg of the journey to
find and destroy the Ildatch, the ancient Book of Power that holds the forbidden knowledge of the Druids. It is
referred to as the book that led the Druid Brona to becoming the Warlock Lord. Wil Ohmsford is the grandson
of Shea Ohmsford. One who would forsake his birthright he sought to become a healer, studying amongst the
Stors at Storlock. He unwillingly became the protector of the Chosen Amberle, after being sought out by
Allanon, on the quest to restore the Ellcrys and reseal the crumbling wall of the Forbidding. Important places[
edit ] Arborlon is the capital city of the Elves located in the Westland. Paranor is the fortress home of the
druids. Technically located in the Northland, it remains close to each of the Four Lands so that the Druids
would not show favoritism towards one people. Shady Vale is the ancestral home of the Ohmsfords. Tyrsis is
one of the largest human cities. It is in the borderlands known as Callahorn, between the Northland and the
Southland and serves as the first line of defense against the Northland armies. Storlock is home to the healers
known as the Stors. Located in the Eastland, it is much like Paranor as it does not show favoritism towards one
people. Leah is a small highland kingdom located southwest of Rainbow Lake. Novels[ edit ] This section is
about the novels, sorted in order of in-universe events. It follows Nest Freemark, a girl with magical abilities
who has no known relationship to any Shannara character. It has since been revealed as the "ultimate prequel"
to the Shannara novels. They cover events during The Great Wars, which are alluded to often in the Shannara
series. Legends of Shannara[ edit ].
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The short description for The Fell Sword is "fantasy as bloat": messy, disjointed, with some great moments, sorely
lacking focus but also the intensity and to some extent the mystery that made the first volume a much better book
despite its "bloatiness" aspects.

Registering is free, easy, and private. Discuss in the forum, contribute to the Encyclopedia, build your own
MyAnime lists, and more. Two people squaring off in close combat with the shing! Will the hero manage to
complete a series of faster-than-the-eye swipes and sheath his blade with a click before his foe falls on the
ground before him? That sequence gets me every single time. Nanashi and his foe Luo-lang face off on the
roof of a collapsing structure dusted with powdered snow. Wind blusters in the background as they spin,
counter, and slide to narrowly avoid being bested by one another. The skirmish never lets up, even as the
structure falls down around them. After she passes, Shishio continues to give it his all before spontaneously
combusting. The best way to appreciate his topsy-turvy approach to combat is to contrast it with Jin, a very
traditional swordsman. This is another fight that makes awesome use of its environment. The characters
interact logically with the objects around them to block attacks or enhance their advantages, and then
everything gets set on fire. Mujuro Ninja Scroll Jubei faces a motley crew of assassins in Ninja Scroll, but
none of the fights are as heart-pounding as when he faces the blind samurai Mujuro in a fight to the death.
Mujuro is hardly slowed by his lack of sight and keeps pace with Jubei as they run through a bamboo forest.
She attempts to attack Mujuro from behind, misses, and leaves behind a dagger in a bamboo stalk. He swings
his sword into it, giving Jubei the opening to stab Mujuro. Juri has developed an identity around her cynicism
after being deeply wounded from the fallout of a love triangle involving herself, Shiori, and Ruka. For this
fight, Juri attempts to beat Utena on a platform peppered with crashed cars. She seems to have the upper hand,
but when Utena misses her rose and instead breaks the chain on her locket containing a picture of Shiori, Juri
forfeits in a state of shock. For the most part, Shiro seems to be on the defensive while Archer lashes out at his
idealism. Then the insert song plays, Shiro awakens his inner determination, and things get real serious. One
of the best parts is the "weapon cam" as swords fly through the air and repel off one another. The whole fight
is crazy good from an animation standpoint, but almost difficult to watch as the characters scrounge to stay
alive. What Fall anime series are you most excited to watch? What anime mascot is the cutest?
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The Fell Sword expands on the magic that was introduced in the first book. Hermeticism is defined and more readily
displayed, both in battle through the Captain and in the classroom through Morgan. Hermeticism is defined and more
readily displayed, both in battle through the Captain and in the classroom through Morgan.

It is the most accepted and stereotypical settings for fantasy novels and yet few authors consider the subtle
intricacies of the time period in regards to building their new fantasy world. The world of The Traitor Son
Cycle is constructed as a full-fleshed fantasy world in the realm of the medieval, without being limited to
Europe and instead taking into account North America, Egypt and more. He explores the medieval life instead
of taking the obvious trappings and inserting them into his narrative. In The Fell Sword the Red Knight and
his company go across the mountains to the Morea and Thrake â€” those are the kingdoms to the east of Alba
â€” to put down what appears to be a local rebellion and proves to be larger. In the process, the readers will
get to see a little more of the meta-plot. The Red Knight will meet a beautiful princess. Jean de Vrailly will
grow in power and worldly glory. Amicia will develop her own power while getting into a quarrel with the
church that will have long term effects for everyone. The sides shift, and the stakes grow. The biggest
complaint about the first book, The Red Knight, was the high number of point-of-view characters. There were
still plenty, maybe even too many, but they were largely interesting and important to this and future stories.
Nicknamed the Plague, Morgan is a brilliant student who only just comes into his magical ability. He has the
potential that could one day rival or top Harmodius or other major players on the field. So much that Morgan
is poised to take a central role in the coming installments of The Traitor Son Cycle. In a book where the main
character is developed and worldly, Mortimir is a fresh look with an ample mind that explains the mysteries.
As the great wyrms maneuver and old powers awaken it will be interesting to see if humans and the Wild will
be forced to set aside differences and work together to defeat a common foe. It takes three chapters of multiple
viewpoints and subplots before we truly get back into the helmet of the Red Knight. Much as the first book,
the Captain, or Gabriel as we come to know him, steals the page every time. Well Cameron makes those fears
unfounded as he gives us strong female characters that are more than a knee-jerk reaction and instead are
complex, smart and really just fun to read. As he did in The Red Knight, Cameron shines in the realism of
battle and medieval life. Each battle is easy to imagine visually, even as invisible blasts of phantasm magic
strike the battlefield. The Fell Sword expands on the magic that was introduced in the first book. Hermeticism
is defined and more readily displayed, both in battle through the Captain and in the classroom through
Morgan. The use of a memory palace and the complexities of the system itself are exceptional. Cameron gives
enough information to excite the imagination while holding more back in the shadows to keep you gazing in
wonder at the things he accomplishes. As more of the hidden plot is revealed, The Traitor Son Cycle is
shaping into a classic epic fantasy as immense powers of good and evil do battle with what amounts to
champions of their cause. Hopefully in the next book Miles Cameron will strike the perfect balance of
point-of-view characters and delve fully into the Captain and the great powers of this medieval world.
7: The Fell Sword by Miles Cameron Â« Fantasy-Faction
Having someone list a description of an environment or an object is about as thrilling as listening to someone read a list,
it's simply not a substitute for powerful word choice and rich phrasing that would evoke strong emotions and bring you
into the story.

8: Swords by Name by Medieval Collectibles
Now whan his wapenbearer sawe that Saul was deed, he fell also vpon his swerde, and dyed with him. Shakespeare
alludes to a similar scene, in the death of Mark Antony, in Julius Caesar, , although he didn't use a version of the 'falling
on one's sword' text.
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Red Knight and Fell Sword list of characters (www.enganchecubano.comy) submitted 3 years ago by vedderx I am
currently reading the Fell Sword (which is great by the way) but I am having problems keeping up with all the different
characters.
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